Unilateral neglect involves deficits of spatial exploration and awareness that do not always affect a fixed portion of extrapersonal space, but may vary with current stimulation and possibly with task demands. Here, we assessed any 'top-down', task-related influences on visual neglect, with novel experimental variants of the cancellation test. Many different versions of the cancellation test are used clinically, and can differ in the extent of neglect revealed, though the exact factors determining this are not fully understood. Few cancellation studies have isolated the influence of top-down factors, as typically the stimuli are changed also when comparing different tests. Within each of three cancellation studies here, we manipulated task factors, while keeping visual displays identical across conditions to equate purely bottom-up factors. Our results show that top-down task demands can significantly modulate neglect as revealed by cancellation on the same displays. Varying the target/non-target discrimination required for identical displays has a significant impact. Varying the judgement required can also have an impact on neglect even when all items are targets, so that non-targets no longer need filtering out. Requiring local versus global aspects of shape to be judged for the same displays also has a substantial impact, but the nature of discrimination required by the task still matters even when local/global level is held constant (e.g. for different colour discriminations on the same stimuli). Finally, an exploratory analysis of lesions among our neglect patients suggested that top-down task-related influences on neglect, as revealed by the new cancellation experiments here, might potentially depend on right superior temporal gyrus surviving the lesion.
Introduction
Cancellation tests have long been used in neuropsychological assessment, as a bedside measure of spatial exploration and awareness, and as a simple diagnostic measure for unilateral spatial neglect (e.g. Albert, 1973; Gauthier, Dehaut, & Joanette, 1989; Halligan, Wilson, & Cockburn, 1990; Weintraub & Mesulam, 1985) . Cancellation is often administered as a paper-and-pencil test, assessing ability to search visually for targets and mark with a pen all such target items within the array, under free vision. In most clinical cancellation tasks, patients typically have to locate and manually 'cancel' (i.e. mark) multiple targets in a display, with performance assessed primarily in terms of omissions, i.e. missed targets. Patients presenting with unilateral spatial neglect, most commonly after right-hemisphere lesions, typically perform poorly in these tasks, omitting to cancel targets on the contralesional (usually left) side of the page (Albert, 1973 healthy controls who often start from the top left, patients with left neglect often start from the top right of the cancellation page (Chatterjee, Mennemeier, & Heilman, 1992; Gauthier et al., 1989; Mark & Heilman, 1997) .
Cancellation tests are widely used in clinical practice, and are increasingly regarded as the most sensitive paper-and-pencil measure for assessment of spatial neglect, in terms of relation to real-life deficits (Azouvi et al., 2002; Ferber & Karnath, 2001) . Azouvi et al. (2002) tested 206 subacute right-hemisphere stroke patients and concluded that, among several paper-and-pencil tests, omissions in the Bells cancellation test (Fig. 1C) was the most sensitive screening measure. Ferber and Karnath (2001) compared line bisection and cancellation, and reported that whereas line bisection missed 40% of the putative neglect cases identified by clinical observation in daily routines cancellation tests missed only 6%.
Despite their wide use, striking differences in sensitivity may also exist between different versions of the cancellation tests (e.g. see Fig. 1 for an illustration of dramatically different outcomes with the same patient on three different versions of the cancellation task), for reasons that have not yet been fully characterised. The simplest version of cancellation introduced by Albert (1973) 
